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Introduction All kinds of Web sites invite visitors to provide feedback oncomment
boards. Typically, submitted comments are published immediately on the same page,
so that new visitors can get an idea of the opinions of previous visitors. Popular multi-
media items, such as videos and images, frequently get up to thousands of comments,
which is too much to be read in reasonable time. I.e., visitors read, if at all, only the
newest comments and hence get an incomplete and possibly misleading picture of the
overall opinion. To address this issue we introduce OPINIONCLOUD, a technology to
summarize and visualize opinions that are expressed in the form of Web comments.1

Related Work Most of the related work pertains to opinion mining in product and
movie reviews, where the summarization of reviews has been studied quite inten-
sively [1, 2, 3, 4, 10]. Given a set of reviews on a particular product, the task is to
synthesize a summary that contrasts certain product properties a reviewer considers to
be positive or negative. In all papers that are referenced here, the generated summaries
are lists of ranked sentences extracted from the reviews. Within our approach we focus
on words, since extracting sentences is pointless for Web comments: unlike product
reviews, Web comments cannot be expected to have a sensible structure or a sufficient
writing quality to extract sentences. The difference between reviews and comments
becomes apparent if one compares the reviews on products sold at Amazon with the
comments on videos published at YouTube. We consider reviews as a special kind of
comments, which nonetheless deserve a special treatment. Note further that Web com-
ments in general have been studied far less frequently than reviews [5, 6, 9].

Summarization and Visualization The summarization of a set of commentsD divides
into an offline step and an online step. Suppose that two dictionariesV + andV − are
given, comprising human-annotated terms that are commonlyused to express positive
or negative opinions [7]. In the offline step we use the well-known sentiment analysis
approach described in [8] to extendV + andV − to the application domain. The ex-
tension is necessary in order to learn terms that are not covered by the dictionaries.
The semantic orientation,SO, of an unknown wordw is measured by the degree of its
association with known words fromV + andV −:

SO(w) =
∑

w+∈V +

assoc(w, w
+) −

∑

w−∈V −

assoc(w, w
−),

whereassoc(w, w′) maps two words to a real number that indicates their association
strength. IfSO(w) is greater than a thresholdε (less than−ε) w is added toV + (V −);

1 OPINIONCLOUD is available at http://www.webis.de/research/projects/opinioncloud.
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otherwisew is considered as neutral. As association measure the point-wise mutual
information statistic is applied:

PMI(w, w
′) = log2

p(w ∧ w
′)

p(w) · p(w′)
,

wherep(w ∧ w′) is the probability of observingw together withw′, andp(w) is the
a-priori probability ofw. In the online step, when a set of commentsD is observed, a
summary is visualized in the form of a tag cloud which contrasts the positive, neutral,
and negative terms found using the sentiment dictionaries.Terms which do not appear in
the dictionaries are considered as neutral by default. As iscustomary for tag clouds, the
font size of a term grows proportionally with its frequency in the comments. Moreover,
the percentages of positive and negative terms from all non-neutral terms is computed.

Implementation The OPINIONCLOUD is implemented as a browser add-on which,
whenever the user views a YouTube video or a Flickr image, downloads the recent
comments and summarizes them on-the-fly. The summaries are injected into the Web
page. The figures below show examples: the left summary contrasts positive and nega-
tive terms on a YouTube video, and the right summary shows thepositive, neutral, and
negative terms on a Flickr image. For a quick overview it suffices to look at the per-
centages on top of each cloud which, in this case, indicate that the opinions about the
YouTube video are divided with a tendency of dislike, while the Flickr image is clearly
appreciated. If a user is interested to know more about what visitors felt when view-
ing the item, the tag cloud provides the words organized according to their occurrence
frequency. By clicking on a word the list of comments containing it is retrieved.
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